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It’s long past time to rethink the beloved musical’s whitewash of Anna Leonowens, a mixed-race woman whose books lied about more than just her background.
Can ‘The King and I’ Be Decolonized?
Because Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “Cinderella” is a ... Perhaps the biggest challenge: A cobbled-together updated script by Douglas Carter Beane that veers wildly from snark to sentiment ...
A rough road to the ball can’t fully snuff out the sparkle of ‘Cinderella’ | Review
"The Sound of Music," the musical drama film featuring the music of Rodgers and Hammerstein, was released 56 years ago ... "We offered her the part, sent her the scripts, not thinking anything would ...
WHERE ARE THEY NOW: The cast of 'The Sound of Music' 56 years later
This Wednesday could be your day to own a piece of history from one of the brightest stars of Broadway's Golden Age. Doyle will feature pieces from the Celeste Holm Collection as a special section of ...
BWW Interview: Remembering Broadway Legend and Hollywood Royalty, Celeste Holm
We know this because he does it three separate times to Louis Armstrong's “What a Beautiful World,” Andy Williams' “The Impossible Dream” and Rodgers ... The script is not particularly ...
Review: Manly men go on a bloodlust tear in awful 'Nobody'
Doyle Auctioneers & Appraisers will hold its inaugural Stage & Screen auction on Wednesday, April 28 at 10am. This landmark auction showcases over 300 lots of original set designs and stage props, ...
Auction Of Stage & Screen Memorabilia At Doyle On April 28
Coming out of great unknown this time last year, when COVID-19 held a deadly grip on the nation, McMurry University found a way to bring back live theater. Kerry Goff, the theater department head, had ...
To McFinity, and beyond! McMurry sets summer theater season and 2021-22 lineup
Rosemary Loar made her MetropolitanZoom debut last night to an impressive crowd from lands far and wide... and weren't they happy they tuned in.
BWW Review: Rosemary Loar Soars to Jazzy Heights In CLOSE ENOUGH FOR LOVE
Five-time Grammy-winning rapper Lil Wayne has joined UTA, the company announced, for worldwide representation in all areas. With a catalog reaching back to the 1990s, Wayne is one of the most ...
Music Industry Moves: Lil Wayne Signs With UTA, Anderson .Paak Joins Warner Chappell
Not that there was much frivolity in James Goldman’s script; the gun disappeared ... now the president of the Rodgers and Hammerstein Organization but then Prince’s apprentice — and the ...
What Makes ‘Follies’ a Classic? 7 Answers and 1 Big Problem.
“The Sound of Music Revisited,” about the Rodgers & Hammerstein musical that became ... Schalle has just completed a multi-part script for “Amadeus,” a limited series about the Austrian ...
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